
 
 

Economy 

 

Exports jump 18.6pc in 4 months as Oct earnings hit record 

 Country‟s export earnings soared by 18.65 per cent year-on-year in July-October in the current fiscal year as the 

earnings hit an all-time single-month high in October due to a surge in readymade garment shipment amid the 

ongoing US-China trade war. 

 The expo rt earnings in July-October of the financial year of 2018-19 grew to $13.65 billion from $11.50 billion in 

the same period of last financial year of 2017-18. 

 In October this year, the earnings stood at $3.71 billion, up 30.53 per cent on $2.84 billion posted in the same 

month of last year, according to the Export Promotion Bureau data released on Tuesday. 

 The previous single-month highest export was in August, 2017 when the figure was $3.64 billion. 

 Experts and exporters attributed the export jump to a number of reasons including seasonal global demand and 

orders shifting to Bangladesh amid the ongoing US-China trade dispute. 

 „Bangladesh shipped an increased volume of RMG products in the month of October as it was the prime time for 

shipping garment products for spring and summer seasons. The products will hit the retail stores in Europe and 

the US in February next year. At the same time, we are getting advantage of China shift due to US-China trade 

war,‟ Faruque Hassan, senior vice-president of Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association, 

told New Age on Tuesday. 

 He said that Bangladesh was also getting benefits of RMG factory remediation as the present state of workplace 

safety raised the confidence of global buyers on the Bangladeshi units. 

 Faruque said that Bangladeshi RMG products were doing not only in the traditional markets but also in the 

nontraditional markets and product diversification within the RMG sector was taking place. 

 The EPB data showed that earnings from RMG export in July-October of FY19 grew by 20.08 per cent to $11.33 

billion compared with that of $9.43 billion posted in the same period of FY18. 

 Policy Research Institute executive director Ahsan H Mansur said it was a positive thing that country‟s export 

earnings achieved impressive growth in last two months.  

 He said that it could be the reflection of „Shifting China‟ due to the trade war between US and China. 

 „We need to understand who the growth will be sustainable and why the sustainable growth is important,‟ 

Mansur said. 

 Export earnings from the woven in the four months of FY19 grew by 22.61 per cent to $5.45 billion from $4.45 

billion in the same period of FY18. 

 Earnings from knitwear export increased by 17.83 per cent to $5.87 billion from $4.98 billion and that from home 

textiles rose by 3.37 per cent to $269.57 million from $260.79 million. 

 EPB is optimistic about the export earnings‟ chances of hitting $60-billion mark by 2021 as the global buyers are 

shifting their orders from China to Bangladesh amid the US-China trade war. 

 An EPB official said that Bangladesh‟s export volume would increase more in the coming months as the global 

buyers were looking for alternative sourcing destinations. 

 The EPB data showed that export earnings from jute and jute goods in July-October of FY19 fell by 16.28 per 

cent to $288.85 million from $345.01 million in the same period of FY18. 

 Export of agriculture products in the four months of FY19 grew by 80.37 per cent to $366.53 million from 

$203.21 million in the same period of last fiscal year. 

 The EPB data showed that exports of leather and leather products fell by 19.43 per cent to $345.20 million from 

$428.44 million. 

 Export earnings from leather-footwear export increased by 6.90 per cent to $216.16 million while leather 

products fetched $72.29 million with a 56.69-per cent negative growth in the period. 

 According to the EPB data, export earnings from engineering products in the four months of FY19 grew by 12.48 

per cent to $108.32 million from $96.30 million in the same period of the previous fiscal year. 

 Exports of frozen food and fish in July-October of FY19 fell by 13.04 per cent to $197.31 million from $226.91 

million in the same period of FY18. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55316/exports-jump-186pc-in-4-months-as-oct-earnings-hit-record 

 

Remittance inflow rises by 12pc in first four months of FY'19 

 The inflow of wage earners remittances crossed US$5.0 billion in the first four months of the current fiscal year 

(FY) due to depreciating mode of the local currency against the US dollar in the recent months. 

 The inward remittances rose by 12.17 per cent to $5.11 billion during the July-October period of FY 2018-19 

from $ 4.55 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal. 

 "The growth of inward remittance is at satisfactory level," a senior official of Bangladesh Bank (BB) told the FE on 

Tuesday. 

 He expected that the existing upward trend of remittances would continue in the coming months. 

 "The inflow of remittances normally increases ahead of the general elections," the central banker explained. 
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 The money sent home by Bangladeshis working abroad amounted to $ 1.24 billion in October 2018, up by $ 

99.45 million from the previous month's level, according to the central bank's latest statistics. 

 In September last, the remittances stood at $ 1.14 billion. It was $ 1.16 billion in October 2017. 

 Currently, 29 exchange houses are operating across the globe, setting up 1,215 drawing arrangements abroad, 

to expedite the remittance inflow, according to another BB official. 

 He said the upward trend of fuel oil prices in the global market has contributed to the increased inflow of 

remittance particularly from the Middle Eastern countries. 

 Talking to the FE, Muhammed Shahidul Islam, Managing Director of Shahjalal Islami Bank Limited, said that most 

of the banks are now offering higher rates for getting remittances to meet their internal demands. 

 "The depreciating mode of the local currency against the US currency as well as strengthened BB's surveillance 

to check illegal hundi have helped increasing the flow of inward remittance in the recent months," he explained. 

 The exchange rate of Bangladesh Taka (BDT) depreciated significantly against the US dollar in the recent months 

mainly due to higher demand for the greenback for settling the import bills. 

 The local currency depreciated by Tk 0.10 to Tk 83.85 on Tuesday in the inter-bank foreign exchange market 

from Tk 83.75 in July last. It was Tk 80.60 on July 02, 2017, according to the market operators. 

 The demand for the US dollar is increasing gradually, mainly due to higher import payments, particularly those 

of petroleum products and capital machinery. 

 The central bank of Bangladesh earlier took a series of measures to encourage the expatriate Bangladeshis to 

send their hard-earned money through the formal banking channel, instead of the illegal "hundi" system, to help 

boost the country's foreign exchange reserve. 

 All the private commercial banks (PCBs) received a total of $ 913.30 million as remittances in October last while 

the state-owned commercial banks (SoCBs) received $ 299.36 million, foreign commercial banks (FCBs) $ 11.88 

million and specialised banks $ 14.57 million. 

 Currently, most banks including public ones are trying to increase the flow of inward remittance from different 

parts of the world including the Middle East, the United Kingdom, Japan, Canada, Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, 

Italy and the United States. 

 "We're trying to increase the flow of inward remittance through official channels continuously to meet our 

internal demand for foreign exchange," a senior executive of a leading PCB told the FE. 

 He said that offering higher rates by some banks has also helped encourage the expatriate workers to send 

more money. 

 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/remittance-inflow-rises-by-12pc-in-first-four-months-of-fy19-

1541526939  

 

Cabinet okays export policy for 2018-21 

 The cabinet on Tuesday approved the draft „Export Policy 2018-21‟ aiming at bringing dynamism in export 

activities and enhancing competitiveness in trade and commerce to strengthen Bangladesh‟s position across the 

globe in competitiveness. 

 The commerce ministry placed the draft export policy before the weekly cabinet meeting which was chaired by 

prime minister Sheikh Hasina at her Tejgaon office in capital Dhaka. 

 „The draft export policy has been framed updating the existing policy for 2015-18. The aromatic rice has been 

defined in the new policy that incorporates three more items in the priority list of exports,‟ cabinet secretary 

Mohammad Shafiul Alam told a press briefing at the secretariat. 

 Export items like denim, active pharmaceutical ingredients and reagent and footwear (leather, non-leather and 

synthetic) have been incorporated in the priority list raising the number to 15 in the new draft, he said. 

 Shafiul said that five new products like light engineering products (motorcycle, battery), photovoltaic module 

(solar energy), cashew nuts (raw and processed), live and processed crabs and toys had been included in the list 

of special development-oriented sectors. 

 He said that as per the new export policy incentives would be provided for exporting non-traditional products 

having at least 30 per cent value addition instead of 40 per cent. 

 In the new policy, 100 per cent export-oriented readymade garment industry would be allowed to send samples 

worth maximum $20,000 free of cost per year and the same facility would be applicable for leather and leather 

products, Shafiul said. 

 A new chapter on the plastic sector has been incorporated in the new export policy that has proposed providing 

Inter Bond Transfer Facilities to the sector and extending EDF facility for both the direct and deemed exporters in 

the plastic sector. 

 The new policy has allowed export of wet blue split leather and transferred soya bean oil and plum oil to the list 

of products under conditional export from the list of export-prohibited products. 

 The cabinet at the meeting also endorsed in principle the draft of the „Bangladesh Sugar-crop Research Institute 

Bill, 2018‟ updating the existing law of 1996. 

 Shafiul said earlier sugar was produced only from sugarcane but it was now being produced also from some 

other sweet crops like sweet potatoes, date juice and palm. 
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 So the title of the law has been changed, he added. 

 The cabinet approved the draft of the „Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation Bill, 2018‟ updating the law of 

1961. 

 The cabinet secretary said the authorised capital of the corporation under the existing law was only Tk 6 crore. In 

the proposed law, the authorised capital has been increased to Tk 1,000 crore divided into some 100 crore 

shares having a face value of Tk 10 each. 

 Besides, an annual report on the activities of the various ministries and divisions for the fiscal year of 2017-18 

was placed before the cabinet meeting, he added. 

 At the outset of the meeting, the cabinet adopted a felicitation motion congratulating the Bangladesh football 

team which became the champion in the SAFF U-15 Championship beating Pakistan in Kathmandu of Nepal. 

 Copies of the publication on the Sheikh Hasina government‟s 10 development initiatives were handed over to 

the prime minister and other cabinet members during the cabinet meeting, Shafiul said. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55318/cabinet-okays-export-policy-for-2018-21 

 

Bangladesh should get ready to tackle impacts: analysts 

 Bangladesh should take preparations to face the impacts of the US-China trade war, which worsened in January 

this year when the two economic powerhouses imposed new tariffs on products of each other, analysts said 

yesterday. 

 “In a globalised world, all countries are integrated through export, import, foreign investment and remittance,” 

said Fahmida Khatun, executive director of the Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD). 

 So, the trade war will surely leave an impact on gross domestic product, employment generation, investment 

and overall global economy, she said. 

 She was addressing a roundtable styled “From globalisation to protectionism: implication for the developing 

world” as a keynote speaker. 

 The Daily Star and the Bangladesh Institute of Peace and Security Studies (BIPSS) jointly organised the event at 

The Daily Star Centre in Dhaka. With the rise of protectionism, the trade advantages will go for every country 

because of the increase of tariffs by 30-35 percent, resulting in a fall in the overall trade volume, Khatun said. 

That is why, countries will have to prepare themselves by taking initiatives to boost competitiveness, production 

capacity and service quality, the economist said. 

 In this situation, if something happens to one or two of the biggest economies, its impact will affect the global 

economy, Khatun said. 

 “The policymakers and the private sector should prepare themselves to adapt to the changing situation.” 

 The open trade regime has helped China lift 700 million people above the poverty line in the last 40 years, Major 

General ANM Muniruzzaman (retd), president of the BIPSS, said at the event. 

 “The open trade regime benefits the global economy.” 

 The US trade deficit with China stood at $375 billion in 2017 when the United States exported $130 billion worth 

of products to the Asian country while its import figure touched $506 billion. To reduce the trade imbalance, the 

US imposed extra tariffs on some Chinese products, prompting China to retaliate with similar measures. 

 Any impact of such a big scale on the economic well-being of a country will have a direct impact on its political 

stability, Muniruzzaman said. In such a situation, economic uncertainty will hurt the exports of Bangladesh, which 

is dependent on garments, he said. 

 At the programme, Shahedul Anam Khan, associate editor of The Daily Star, stressed the need for the immediate 

introduction of one-stop services to improve the ease of doing business. Bangladesh has to move fast to create 

an environment which will help the country benefit from the US-China trade war, he said. 

 Charlotta Schlyter, ambassador of Sweden, and Shafqat Munir, research fellow of the BIPSS, also spoke. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bangladesh-should-get-ready-tackle-impacts-analysts-1657282 

 

Govt decides to set up Trade and Tariff Commission 

 The government has decided to establish Bangladesh Trade and Tariff Commission, replacing the existing 

Bangladesh Tariff Commission, widening the scope of works of the body. 

 A cabinet committee, headed by prime minister‟s principal secretary Md Nojibur Rahman, has already approved 

the Bangladesh Tariff Commission (Amendment) Act-2018 in this connection, officials have said.  

 The draft of the proposed amendment will be placed before the next cabinet meeting for approval.  

 According to the draft, the commission will provide necessary assistance to exporters to face investigation of 

other countries into the issues like anti-dumping, countervailing, safeguard measures and anti-circumvention 

duty.  

 It will also conduct investigation into the issues related to dumping, countervailing, safeguard measures and 

anti-circumvention measures to protect the interest of local industries.  
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 BTTC will also prepare recommendation to impose protective customs duties for specific duration in addition to 

the existing duty structure of National Board of Revenue to protect and help flourish potential infant industries 

of the country, the draft proposal said. 

 Though the tariff commission so far has been doing the activities on request of commerce ministry, the existing 

act has not given the mandate to the commission, a senior government trade official has told New Age. 

 He thinks that the BTTC will be stronger and effective in protecting the interest of the traders as well as the 

country in international trade once the proposed amendment is passed by the parliament after approval of the 

cabinet.  

 According to the proposal, the BTTC will also provide recommendations to the government on trade and tariff 

issues to help boosting domestic industries, protect the interest of local industries, determining the comparative 

advantage in international trade and creating competitive environment for industries.  

 It will also advise the government on reviewing the customs duty policy and rationalisation of duty structure and 

preparing policies on tariff, industries, trade and investment.  

 It will also advise the government on signing bilateral and multilateral trade agreement, transit and 

transshipment, generalised system of preference, rules of origin and other preferential trade issues.  

 The government will recognise and consider the recommendations appropriately, the draft says. 

 BTTC will be able to appoint private research consultant and researchers to carry out research activities on trade 

and tariff issues. 

 Industries and traders will mandatorily have to provide information and documents sought by the commission 

for research purpose.  

 Earlier, on June 4 this year, the cabinet in principle approved the draft of the proposed amendment of the law.  

 But it formed the committee comprising secretaries of internal resources division, finance division, Industries 

ministry and commerce ministry, and chairman of BTC to examine the proposal of expansion of the activities and 

changing the name of the commission.  

 Officials have said that the committee in its last meeting held on October 10 took opinion of the different trade 

bodies including the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry and research organisations 

including Policy Research Institute and Business Initiative Leading Development on the amendment and finalised 

the  

 draft.  

 The committee approved the proposal of renaming the commission and widening its mandate to make it 

consistent with the changed global trade system and nature of activities of the  

 commission. 
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Company Specific 

 

BSEC approves Runner Auto’s Tk 100cr IPO 

 Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Tuesday approved a Tk 100-crore initial public offering of 

Runner Automobiles Limited. 

 Under the IPO, the company will raise fund from the capital market by issuing its shares at Tk 67-75 each. 

 The market regulator gave the approval at a commission meeting presided over by its chairman M Khairul 

Hossain, a BSEC press release said. 

 The commission on July 10 allowed Runner Auto to conduct bidding by eligible institutional investors under the 

book building method of public issue rules. 

 The company will issue a total of 1.39 crore shares to eligible institutional investors and general investors, 

including non-resident Bangladeshis. 

 As per the bidding by EIIs, the cut-off price of the company‟s shares stands at Tk 75 with which it will allot 83.33 

lakh shares to EIIs. 

 The company will issue 55.97 lakh shares to the general and NRB investors at Tk 67 each as per new public issue 

rules which have made it mandatory for a company to issue shares giving 10 per cent discount on cut-off price 

to the general and NRB investors. 

 Runner Automobiles will use the IPO fund for research and development, purchase of machinery, repaying bank 

loans and meeting expenditure for IPO process. 

 The company‟s weighted average earning per share was Tk 3.31 and net asset value per share Tk 55.70 

(including reevaluated reserve) and Tk 41.49 (excluding reevaluated reserve). 

 IDLC Finance Ltd is the issue manager for the company‟s IPO. 

 The commission at the meeting also allowed two banks — United Commercial Bank and Shahjalal Islami Bank — 

to float subordinated bonds worth Tk 1,400 crore in total. 

 As per the BSEC approval, UCB will float non-convertible floating rate subordinated bonds worth Tk 800 crore 

and SJIBL will issue non-convertible coupon bearing subordinated bond worth Tk 600 crore. 
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 The face value of each unit of UCB‟s bonds will be Tk 1 crore, while the face value of SJIBL‟s bonds will be Tk 10 

lakh each. 

 The bonds to be issued by the two banks will be fully redeemable in seven years. 

 Only corporate bodies, financial institutions, eligible investors and funds will be allowed to subscribe the bonds 

through the private placement. 

 The banks will fulfil the requirement for Tier II Capital Base by raising capital through the bond issue. 

 MTB Capital Limited is the trustee of UCB‟s bond while Green Delta Insurance Company is the trustee of the 

Shahjalal Islami Bank‟ bond. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55317/bsec-approves-runner-autos-tk-100cr-ipo 

 

BSC gets VAT waiver on import of 6 oceangoing vessels 

 National Board of Revenue has exempted Bangladesh Shipping Corporation from paying value-added tax on 

import of six oceangoing vessels from China. 

 VAT wing of NBR on Monday issued six separate letters to BSC conveying its decision. 

 BSC is procuring six new ships having capacity around 39,000 deadweight tonnages each. The state-owned 

corporation included new ship in its fleet 27 years before. 

 Chinese Yangzi Shipbuilding Co Ltd has already delivered two ships to BSC in July and October respectively, 

while the rest four ships will arrive in November, December and February, officials concerned said. 

 VAT officials said that BSC would enjoy VAT exemption worth around Tk 400 crore due to the benefit offered by 

NBR under a general order. 

 NBR in June this year waived 15 per cent VAT on import of up to 22-year old oceangoing vessels on some 

conditions including hiring at least 70 per cent of Bangladeshi nationals for the vessel and operating it at least 

five years as national flag carrier. 

 They said that NBR gave the waiver to BSC to help the sector flourish and increase foreign currency earnings. 

 There is huge potential for the sector in carrying the lion share of country‟s import goods worth around $50 

billion, they said, adding that there was an international convention of allowing national carriers to carry 50 per 

cent of import goods. 

 But the country‟s shipping operators both from private and public sectors are currently cannot tap the potential 

due to a shortage of oceangoing vessels. 

 The number of ships of BSC has been declining over the last few years and stood at only two in last year from 

that of 11 in 2013. 

 Earlier, BSC had 38 national flag carrier oceangoing vessels but it sold most of those due to incurring losses. 

 In this context, the government is procuring the six ships — three oil tankers and three bulk carriers — under a 

government-to-government agreement at the cost of Tk 1,843 crore. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55321/bsc-gets-vat-waiver-on-import-of-6-oceangoing-vessels 

 

Capital Market 

 

Stocks extend losses for the fifth straight day 

 Stocks extended the losing streak for the fifth consecutive sessions on Tuesday as investors continued their 

selling binge on sector-wise issues amid rising political tension. 

 The market started on positive note and the key index rose more than 15 points within first 20 minutes of 

trading. But rest of the session went down steadily. Finally it ended more than 20 points lower. 

 DSEX, the prime index of the Dhaka Stock Exchange, went down by 20.58 points or 0.39 per cent, closing the day 

at 5,204. 

 Two other indices-the DS30 index and the DSE Shariah Index (DSES)-also closed lower. The DS30 index, 

comprising blue chips, fell 5.32 points to finish at 1,842 and the DSE Shariah Index lost 4.29 points to close at 

1,200. 

 According to LankaBangla Securities, the downward shift in the index is mainly driven by significant negative 

changes in all of the large-cap sectors except fuel & power. 

 Among the major sectors, banking witnessed the highest correction of 0.60 per cent, followed by financial 

institutions with 0.48 per cent, telecom 0.47 per cent, engineering 0.46 per cent and food 0.17 per cent. 

 Turnover, another important indicator of the market, also dipped below Tk 5.0 billion-mark and amounted to Tk 

4.40 billion, which was 18 per cent lower than the previous day's Tk 5.38 billion. 

 The textile sector kept its dominance in the turnover chart, grabbing 20 per cent of the day's total turnover, 

closely followed by power with 19 per cent and pharmaceuticals 14 per cent. 

 "Selling of shares particularly from bank, financial institution, telecom and engineering issues contributed to the 

fall in DSEX to its lowest point since 08 January 2017," commented International Leasing Securities. 

 The losers took a strong lead over the gainers as out of 339 issues traded, 214 closed lower, 79 advanced and 46 

securities unchanged on the premier bourse. 
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 A total number of 115,786 trades were executed in the day's trading session on the DSE with trading volume of 

105.14 million securities. 

 The market capitalisation of the DSE also fell to Tk 3,788 billion on the day which was Tk 3,797 billion in the 

previous session. 

 Khulna Power Company continued to dominate the DSE turnover chart with 4.92 million shares worth Tk 475 

million changing hands. 

 The other turnover leaders were VFS Thread Dyeing, SK Trims Indutsries, United Power and Pharma Aids. 

 VFS Thread Dyeing was the day's best performer, posting a gain of 9.98 per cent while Savar Refractories was the 

worst loser, losing 8.11 per cent. 

 The Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) also ended lower with its CSE All Share Price Index-CASPI-losing 51 points 

to settle at 15,979 and the Selective Categories Index - CSCX -shedding 31 points to finish at 9,680. 

 The losers beat gainers as 157 issues closed lower, 66 ended higher, with 32 issues remaining unchanged on the 

CSE. 

 The port city bourse traded 5.99 million shares and mutual fund units worth Tk 169 million in turnover. 

 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/stocks-extend-losses-for-the-fifth-straight-day-1541526901 

 

ICB to resume supportive operations from today 

 The state-run Investment Corporation of Bangladesh (ICB) will resume much-talked investment in the capital 

market from today (Wednesday) as part of the corporation's market supportive measure. 

 The ICB officials said the proposed fund, which was supposed to be raised through bond, is being credited to 

them on completion of relevant process. 

 "We have already received a portion of the fund. We will commence market supportive operations from today 

(Wednesday)," ICB managing director Kazi Sanaul Hoq told the FE. 

 He said the remaining fund would also be credited to them as early as possible.  

 On July 17, the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) approved the ICB's proposal of raising 

fund amounting to Tk 20 billion through issuing non-convertible fixed rate subordinate bond. 

 As per the BSEC's condition set under Section 2CC of Securities and Exchange Ordinance, 1969, the state-run 

corporation will invest at least Tk 15.0 billion afresh in listed securities to boost the country's capital market. 

 The BSEC and ICB officials expressed optimism that the capital market would get a good shape following ICB's 

investment of the said fund in listed securities. 

 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/icb-to-resume-supportive-operations-from-today-1541526846 

 

Energy 

 

BPC set to borrow $1.0b from IDB to purchase oil 

 Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC) is going to take out US$1.0 billion hard-loan from Islamic 

Development Bank (IDB) to purchase oil. 

 The government is likely to approve the loan proposal today (Wednesday), officials said. 

 The standing committee on non-concessional loans, headed by Finance Minister AMA Muhith, may approve the 

proposal for the high-interest loan to be taken from Islamic Trade Financing Cooperation (ITFC), the commercial 

wing of IDB, they added. 

 The interest rate for the six-month period ITFC's $1.0 billion loan will be 4.5 per cent (mark-up), 0.7 percentage 

points higher than the last loan taken from the same lender. 

 Previously, BPC borrowed money from ITFC at 3.8 per cent rate in order to import oil. It also lowered borrowing 

from ITFC over last few years for the higher rate of interest.  

 "We will place the loan proposal before the standing committee tomorrow (Wednesday). We are hopeful of 

getting approval for the loan," said an Economic Relations Division (ERD) official on Tuesday. 

 The foreign loans which grant element is more than 35 per cent are treated as hard-term loan. 

 Before taking hard-term loan by any of the government agencies, they have to take approval from the standing-

committee on non-concessional loans. 

 A BPC official said they will require funds for importing petroleum in the next calendar year 2019 amid an 

uptrend in oil prices in the international market. 

 "We will borrow $1.0 billion worth of funds from ITFC so that we can pay oil import bill from any of the suppliers 

in the Middle-East or any other suppliers," he said. 

 When asked, an ERD additional secretary said: "We had tried to bring down the interest rate. But IDB informed 

us that since they will mobilise the money from the open market, the interest rate will be a little bit higher than 

the last ones." 

 Insiders said the oil price slump in the international market over the last few years has made the state-owned 

BPC profitable. 
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 In the last four fiscal years, BPC made profit of around Tk 260 billion by selling fuel oil at home at a higher price 

than that of the international market. 

 According to the official data, BPC earned Tk 258.16 billion from FY 2014-15 to April of FY 2017-18. 

 BPC has started making profits when the price of petroleum oil in the international market started to go 

downward in 2015, which lasted for two years.  

 BPC has made successive profit without lowering the price at that time. 

 Last year, the international market price soared exceeding the domestic market price in the mid November-

December.  

 Now, BPC counts loss from sales of diesel, kerosene, and furnace oil, the state-owned corporation claimed.  

 But they are making profit from sales of octane, petrol, and jet fuel, it added. 

 Bangladesh needs nearly 7.0 million tonnes of different petroleum products including crude and refined, BPC 

said. 
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BPC seeking JV partner to build, run LPG plant 

 The state-run Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC) is looking for a joint venture (JV) partner for construction 

and operation of an import-based LPG storage, bottling and distribution plant. 

 BPC has planned to import LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) in bulk quantity after building large LPG storage tanks 

under the JV partnership.  

 It will drastically bring down the fuel's import cost, BPC director (operations and planning) Sayed Mozammel 

Haque told the FE on Tuesday. 

 The state-run oil corporation aims to increase its LPG production capacity by five-folds to 120,000 tonnes per 

year from existing 20,000 tonnes per year to cater the mounting demand of the fuel, he also said. 

 "Several foreign firms have already talked with us, expressing their interest to establish JV with BPC."  

 The UAE's Emirates National Oil Company (ENOC), Malaysia's Petronus, and Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) are 

eager to set up JV with BPC, Mr Haque added. 

 "We have sought allocation of sufficient land at Matarbari in Maheshkhali under Cox's Bazar to implement the 

planned LPG project."  

 Once the JV is established, BPC will import around 25,000-30,000 tonnes of LPG at a time through large vessels. 

 Currently the operational LPG firms import a maximum of around 3,000 tonnes of LPG through a single cargo 

due to their storage limitations. 

 Freight cost will drop by nearly 30-40 per cent to US$ 60 per tonne from the existing $100 per tonne, he opined. 

 Officials said BPC floated a tender last year, seeking expression of interest (EOI) from various firms for selecting a 

JV partner to implement the project. 

 BPC's wholly-owned subsidiary LP Gas Ltd floated the tender. However, the process went in vein, said LP Gas 

general manger Fazlur Rahman. 

 Sixteen firms submitted EOIs, from which a short-list was prepared. LP Gas later requested the companies to 

submit their request for proposal (RFP). But none of the firms turned up to submit RFP, he added. 

 LPG consumption in the country has witnessed a stunning four-fold growth over the past three years, as more 

and more households, commercial entities and vehicles are opting for the fuel. 

 Around 1.0 million tonnes of LPG are likely to be consumed in the current calendar year 2018, up from around 

250,000 tonnes in 2015, deputy secretary of Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources Akramuzzaman 

told the FE on Saturday. 

 The volume of LPG consumption was around 650,000 tonnes in 2017 and 400,000 tonnes in 2016, according to 

stakeholders and market players. 

 Favourable government policies, duty waiver on import of LPG and required machinery, and drastic move 

against illegal gas connections have ramped up LPG use across the country, said Akramuzzaman, who looks after 

LPG-related issues. 

 A government strategy to promote use of LPG instead of piped natural gas in order to cope with the fast-

depleting gas reserve in the country has also pushed up LPG consumption. 

 Currently, Bangladesh's actual demand for LPG is around 2.0 million tonnes per year, as consumers are using 

kerosene and wood as alternatives to LPG due to lack of its availability, the official added. 

 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/bpc-seeking-jv-partner-to-build-run-lpg-plant-1541525488 

 

Telecommunication  

 

Call drop lower than developed world's 

 Mobile phone operators yesterday said the industry average for call drops is about 0.8 percent, which is lower 

than the average of the developed world and within the ceiling of the telecom regulator. 

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/bpc-set-to-borrow-10b-from-idb-to-purchase-oil-1541525195
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 According to the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC), a 2 percent call drop is 

acceptable while the International Telecommunication Union's tolerable level was 3 percent. 

 For India, the acceptable call drop was 2 percent while for Malaysia it was 5 percent, said mobile operators at a 

working session at the La Vinci hotel in Dhaka. 

 There is no such ceiling for countries like the United Kingdom, France, Germany and Australia. 

 In the session “Quality of Service: Expectation and Reality” organised by the Association of Mobile Telecom 

Operators of Bangladesh (AMTOB), operators said fibre optic cable cut, spectrum shortage, shortage of spots for 

establishing telecommunications sites and densely populated city areas were the main causes for the call drops. 

 “In the city, there are dozens of restricted areas where we cannot set up our networks and frequent use of 

jammers also causes call drops,” said Shahed Alam, executive vice-president and head of regulatory affairs at 

Robi, the second largest operator. 

 The Defense Officers Housing Schemes in the capital do not allow setting up of mobile networks inside their 

areas alongside the authorities of Bashundhara residential area, Banasree, officers club and Ramna area, he said. 

 Mobile operators also cannot set up networks from Banani to Airport for some unresolved issues and from Bijoy 

Sarani to Jahangir Gate there are huge jammers similar to those at the old central jail, said top executives of a 

number of operators. 

 Some mosques also use jammers, they said. 

 “The same happens in the Chittagong port, DOHS and airport areas,” said Alam. 

 Cell phone jammer is an electronic device that blocks transmission of signals between a mobile phone and a 

base station. By using the same frequency as a mobile handset, it creates strong interference for communication 

between the caller and receiver. Operators said when a call is generated by a customer it passes through a 

number of channels such as nationwide transmission networks, internet connections, internet exchanges and in 

some cases international gateways, before reaching a receiver. The operators have nothing to do if something 

goes wrong at any channel, the top executives said. 

 Two weeks ago, the BTRC published a report showing that there were 222.15 crore call drops between 

September last year and September this year and the operators were supposed to give back 69.38 crore minutes 

to the affected subscribers for free as compensation. 

 The report said Grameenphone had 103 crore call drops. Robi and Banglalink had 76.18 crore and 36.54 crore 

call drops respectively during the time. 

 Hossain Sadat, acting chief corporate affairs officer of the market leader, said during the period, GP handled 

9,000 crore calls. 

 “If we convert it to percentage, it will be about 1 percent. But when you say 103 crore, it seems to be a huge 

amount,” Sadat added. 

 He said fibre optic cable cut was their main challenge right now. Currently they are experiencing 50 fibre cuts 

every month, which was about 20 just one year before, he said. 

 In the current network running process, optical fibre cable is the main component for the mobile operators to 

run their operation, the top officials said. 

 Operators also pointed out a lack of optical fibres as another bottleneck for them as they were not allowed to 

lay them on their own. 

 “In about 90 percent cases we do not get optical fibre cable connection in the places we want,” said Taimur 

Rahman, chief corporate and regulatory affairs officer at Banglalink. 

 He also pointed out power shortage and complex network running process and low quality of handsets for the 

call drops and poor service quality. 

 Operators said there are 185 megahertz of spectrum in the country and mobile operators are currently using 

about 130 MHz. They demanded allocation of the unused spectrum at a minimum cost to help them improve 

service quality.   

 The operators said the service quality can be improved by more than 60 percent if the government resolves 

some of the challenges which are not in their control. 

 Of the total drops, mobile phone operators gave back only a third of the minutes payable to users, the report 

said. 

 The call drop issue was brought to attention when Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed raised it in parliament on 

October 21 and expressed dissatisfaction over the call drops related to Grameenphone. 

 Saifur Rahman Khan, a deputy general manager of state-owned Teletalk, and Abdullah Al Mamun, manager for 

communication and research of the AMTOB, also attended the event. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/call-drop-lower-developed-worlds-1657279 
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